May 26, 2017

Annual Reporting for Faculty Supported Research Centres and Networks
All Centres (provisional Centres; McGill Centres), Research groups and Networks that receive funding
from the Faculty of Medicine are required to provide two components of reporting:
 Annual Report of Activities, Outcomes
 End-of-Year Financial Report/Proposed Budget
The Annual and End of Year Reports covering the period from the 1st May until the 30th April are due
by 4pm on May 26th 2017. Future funding will be dependent on the prompt receipt of all documents
as well as the evaluations made by the committee and the Faculty funds available.
The completed Annual Report and the Financial Statement should be forwarded by email to:
Jennifer Clarke (riac.med@mcgill.ca)
Faculty of Medicine Research Office
Phone: 514-398-5815
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Annual Report for Faculty of Medicine Funded Centres and Networks
The Annual Report should be set in the context of the Centre’s, Core facility’s and Network’s
overall goals and objectives, programs and research priorities, performance indicators outlined in
the application (or subsequently developed), activities and strategies.

Please provide the following:
1. Name of Centre, Unit or Institute: Centre for Research in Reproduction and Development
2. Name and contact information of the Director and/or Administrative Assistant:
Director: Dr. Daniel Bernard, daniel.bernard@mcgill.ca, 514-398-2525
Executive Secretary: Charlotte McCaffrey, crrd@mcgill.ca, 514-207-9887
3. Is the centre recognized as an official Senate approved McGill Research Centre?
Yes X
4. The date the centre received Senate approval as an official McGill Research Centre 1982
5. Please provide the URL of the Research Centre’s or Network’s web site.
Note: The Research Centre’s or Network’s website should contain the following information:
 all sources of funding support,
 the List of Members and their institutional affiliation,
 the activities supported by the Research Centre, Core Facility or Network, and
 Annual Reports.
URL: www.mcgill.ca/crrd
6. A summary of the past year’s goals and objectives, programs and research priorities and any
changes to these that may have occurred during the past year. Please indicate the extent to
which the objectives have been met. (limit 200 words)
Knowing that RQR funding was not guaranteed beyond March 2017, our focus this year was
to identify and pursue future funding sources. We worked directly with the RQR on the
renewal application to FRQNT and applied for a NSERC-CREATE grant. The FRQNT grant was
renewed for 6 years (2017-2023) with an annual budget of nearly $600K. The allocation to
McGill and the CRRD will be determined at a budget meeting of the RQR Executive
Committee, which will occur in early June. We were invited by NSERC to submit a full
CREATE application. Though highly rated, the grant was not funded. However, we have
since prepared a renewal application, which was approved by McGill for resubmission at
the LOI stage.
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In addition, we started a collaboration with Fertilys and invited Dr. Dixon from Anova
Fertility Centre in Toronto to be a guest speaker at our Research Day. Our goal is to partner
with fertility clinics to increase visibility and strengthen research in reproductive and
developmental biology.
Despite our limited budget, we continued to focus on the Centre’s objectives by supporting
new research collaborations through networking opportunities, like our annual Research
Day (held May 16, 2017); promoting interactions with local, regional, national, and
international investigators and centres by actively participating in other networks (e.g.,
RQR); and building future research capacity by providing training opportunities and support
for graduate students and post-doctoral fellows through trainee fellowships and travel
stipends (see more below). While unable to offer any workshops this year, we voted to
extend our travel stipends to cover not only conferences but also workshops/courses
deemed necessary to advance training.
7. Please document the major achievements resulting from the use of the Funds from the Faculty,
including any advances in knowledge, relevant publications, or international collaboration. You
may select from the menu of reporting items/performance indicators in Appendix 1 that may be
relevant, but must include, at minimum, information on publications/presentations, outreach
activities, quality of the training environment. (Please limit your text response to a maximum of
1 page of prose. Please include lists of publications, grants, activities as appendices.)
1. We helped cover the travel costs to national and international conferences or workshops
for 5 MSc students, 9 PhD students, and 5 Postdoctoral Fellows from 14 member labs (total
$9,050). We have an additional $1450 to award for travel to meetings/workshops this
summer.
2. We awarded 3 new fellowships to 2 MSc and 1 PhD students from 3 member labs for a total
of $15,000 in our Fall 2016 competition. Our Spring 2017 competition is currently in the
evaluation phase (see next item) and we will soon be awarding another $20K to additional
students and/or fellows. In our experience, most recipients of CRRD fellowships go on to
compete successfully for provincial or federal fellowships, repaying many-fold the initial
CRRD investment.
3. We implemented a new evaluation mechanism for our Spring 2017 Trainee Fellowship
Competition. The essential difference is that: 1) we no longer require research statements
and transcripts but do inquire about research specialty and level of training; 2) we attempt
to capture the applicants’ scientific insights and analytical capability in the form of a
written exam; and 3) we attempt to gain a sense of their passion for science through an
interview. Nine trainees wrote the inaugural exam on May 3rd and follow-up interviews will
be conducted next week with four applicants to determine two winners who will each
receive $10,000. (description, application form, and exam appended)
4. We sponsored two lecturers this year: Dr Stephen Hammes (Department of Medicine,
University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry) in December and Sergey
Moskovtsev (Director of Andrology CReATe Fertility Clinic, Toronto, Ontario) in March.
5. Our 9th Annual Research Day was held on May 16, 2017. Invited guest lecturers included Dr.
Marisa Bartolomei, Co-Director, Epigenetics Program, University of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine; Dr. Liliana Attisano, Department of Biochemistry, University of Toronto; and Dr.
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Marjorie Dixon, CEO & Medical Director, Anova Fertility & Reproductive Health, Toronto.
We had 137 attendees, including faculty, PDFs, graduate students, undergraduate students,
and technical staff from the CRRD as well as Université de Montréal and the Douglas
Hospital. In addition, Dr. Dixon’s talk attracted specialists from Fertilys Fertility Clinic. For
the first time, we solicited sponsors for our Research Day, receiving financial support from
Peprotech ($500) and IDT ($250) as well as giveaways from Sarstedt (notepads) and Diamed
(gift bag with timer, usb key and chocolates). The Advancement Office in the Faculty of
Medicine also provided us with pens to give to participants. This meeting was a great
success and has become a vital component of the reproductive and developmental biology
research community in Quebec. Our trainees presented 6 talks and 42 posters, which were
evaluated by three judges including faculty and PDFs from the Centre as well as external
participants. We awarded three $100 prizes for the highest rated posters (MSc, PhD, PDF)
and a $250 prize for the highest rated oral presentation.
6. To increase visibility of the Centre and to deepen collaborations between members within
the Centre, we hosted a Science Share & Social in April where we recorded 3 minute
presentations by 14 members in which they explained their research. The resulting videos
can be found on our website: https://www.mcgill.ca/crrd/research/videos.
7. To increase networking opportunities in a casual setting, we hosted our first Trivia Night in
March, where four teams battled it out over questions in three categories: History &
Geography, Movies, and - of course - Reproduction & Development.
8. We continued to sponsor the monthly ‘Hot Topics in Reproduction and Development,’ a
gathering of scientists from CRRD member laboratories where, each month (except July
and August), a different lab presents their latest research findings and the questions that
they are pursuing in the fields of reproduction and development.
9. We published our third and fourth Newsletters for Centre members, in August and
December 2016 (attached). Our fifth edition will be completed this summer.
10. In January 2016, we started a branding exercise to increase visibility of the center. First, we
held a sweatshirt sale and in the summer of 2016 we had a second sale, adding t-shirts to
the clothing options, with a small McGill logo on the front left chest and a large CRRD logo
on the back. We collected orders from members and submitted them in bulk to Quality
Sports (sample order form attached). The goal of this endeavor was not a fundraiser but to
increase the sense of membership in the Centre as well increasing visibility of the Centre.
The first order cost the CRRD $23.53 due to set-up costs by Quality Sport but we recouped
this with the second order and were able to purchase an additional 5 t-shirts to give as gifts
to our visiting speakers. We will hold another sale this spring as members voiced interest in
obtaining CRRD clothing at our Research Day where we had sweatshirts and t-shirts on
display.
8. Please provide a List of New Members who joined in the past year (Full, Associate, Trainee
noting whether graduate student or post-doctoral fellow) and institutional affiliations.
Last, First Name

Member Type

Institutional
Affiliation(s)

Weiler, Hope

Faculty Member

McGill, School of Dietetics
and Human Nutrition
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FitzHarris, Greg

Faculty Member

Université de Montréal,
Associate Professor
McGill Pharmacology Dept,
Adjunct Professor

In addition, some trainees have graduated and moved on while others have joined. Updated
lists of members and trainees are available at http://www.mcgill.ca/crrd/members
Please also indicate any members who have left the Centre or Network.
Anna Naumova decided to resign from the CRRD. She felt that her research interests no longer
matched those of the Centre.
Please indicate total number of members: 33 PIs (Note: All trainees and staff in PIs’ labs are
automatically members of CRRD. We currently have 75 grad students, 23 postdocs, 34
Research Assistants/Associates, 7 technicians, numerous undergraduate students, and 1
clinical fellow.)
Please indicate total number of McGill Faculty of Medicine members: 27
9. Please describe how your activities align with the Academic or Research mission (Strategic
Research Plan) of the Faculty of Medicine and/or other Faculties at McGill focusing on the
activities for the current year and strategic plans for the subsequent year (limit 200 words)
The stated mission of the McGill Faculty of Medicine is to break new ground in research and
education, while shaping the future of healthcare. The CRRD shares this mission, as reflected
by our past accomplishments and future goals. In the next year, we plan to continue
supporting research in reproduction and development by funding trainee fellowships and
travel to international meetings. We will also sponsor career development and techniqueworkshops and lectures in reproductive and developmental biology and host our annual
research day in May 2018. In addition, we will host the inaugural annual Clermont Memorial
Lecture in the Fall of 2017. With increased funding from the RQR and matching funds from
McGill, we plan to host more visiting lecturers and reinstate seed grant funding for our PI
members.
10. Other information:
Please indicate how the Research Centre, Core Facility or Network has:
 Tackled or plans to tackle issues in a manner that may not otherwise have been achievable
without the financial support of the Faculty of Medicine
 Increased or is planning to increase the scale and focus of research activities
 Facilitated multidisciplinary, multi-institutional or international collaborations
(Please limit response to 200 words)
McGill’s financial support is essential to the CRRD. Indeed, RQR funding is contingent on
matching funds from McGill, as spelled out in the FRQNT funded application (2017–2023).
Despite a cut to our funding from RQR over the last two years (from $55,000 to
$45,000/year, due to FRQNT cuts), we still managed to continue our core activities of trainee
fellowships and travel awards, and our annual research day this year. We also sponsored two
guest lecturers, hosted a trivia night and produced 14 short research videos. None of this
would have been possible without McGill’s financial support.
The Year End Financial Report reports on:
 Expenditure of funding provided by the Faculty of Medicine and other sources, towards meeting
the objectives of the Research Centre or Network; and
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Details of any in-kind contributions provided to the Centre or Network.
Please include a projected budget (including request from Faculty of Medicine) for the coming
year
See Appendix 2 for the “Year End Financial Report” form to complete
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Appendix 1
Menu of Performance Indicators
The following (non-exclusive) list contains possible activities on which Research Centres, Core
Facilities or Networks might report.

Quantitative: Include, as appropriate






Number of graduate and post-graduate students funded to do various activities;
In 2016, we funded scholarships for 3 graduate students and will fund an additional 2
trainees from the 2016 budget in the next two weeks. We also awarded travel stipends to
19 trainees and will fund an additional two from the 2016 budget. The 22 trainees already
funded come from 15 different member laboratories.
Number of proposals from participants to the Centre, Core Facility or Network and the
number of activities funded;
Due to budget cuts from the FRQNT, we did not hold a Research Grant competition this
year, deciding instead to focus funding on trainees. With new and increased funding from
both FRQNT and the Faculty of Medicine, we hope to reinstate this program starting in
2017
Governance: provide details of management meetings. For example, membership,
frequency, attendance, the nature of the meetings and the outcomes.
Governance of the CRRD is overseen by an Executive Committee, comprising the Director
(Dr. Bernard), Associate Director (Dr. Kimmins), and Members-at-Large (Drs. Slim, Ryan,
and Nagano), all of whom hold 3-year terms. As Sarah Kimmin’s, Aimee Ryan’s and Rima
Slim’s terms end in June 2017, we held an election this spring. Cristian O’Flaherty was
acclaimed Associate Director while Loydie Jerome-Majewska and Jacquetta Trasler were
elected Members-at-Large starting July 1, 2017. Gauthier Schang (PhD) and Aaron Kwong
(MSc) became Co-Trainee Representatives, taking over from Lundi Ly in July 2016. In
addition, Dr. Hébert continues to serve as External Member, in compliance with University
regulations regarding membership on Centre Boards or Executive Committees. Charlotte
McCaffrey remains as Executive Secretary.
The Executive Committee met face-to-face twice during the 2016-2017 reporting period
(October 2016 and February 2017). All meetings are minuted, and the minutes are
reviewed and modified, as necessary, prior to approval at the subsequent meeting.
Minutes of these meetings are appended to this report. All decisions taken by the Executive
are publicized by emails to CRRD members and on the CRRD website. Deadline dates for all
competitions are clearly posted on the CRRD website and reminder emails are sent to all
members. All fellowship applications are reviewed and ranked by individuals, within or
without CRRD, having no real or perceived conflicts of interest. Blinded rankings are used
by the Executive to set cut-offs in accordance with the availability of funds. The Executive
Committee frequently conducts business via electronic media in addition to its face-to-face
meetings.

In addition to the Executive Committee, we have two subcommittees that manage Finance
and Awards issues. The Finance Subcommittee is comprised of 6 members (Sarah Kimmins
(Chair), Dan Bernard, Hugh Clarke, Rima Slim, Charlotte McCaffrey, and student
representative Gauthier Schang) who met face-to-face once this year, in October 2016, but
conducted further business via e-mail. They worked actively on the CREATE and FRQNT
grant applications and met with Arnav Manchanda from University Advancement to
identify potential donors and determine how best to proceed with our fundraising goals.
The Awards Subcommittee is made up of 5 members (Makoto Nagano (Chair who replaced
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Cristian O’Flaherty), Rima Slim, Raj Duggavathi, Anna Naumova, Charlotte McCaffrey, and
trainee rep Aaron Kwong) who met face-to-face several times (March 2, 29, May 24) and
conducted further business via e-mail. They designed a new awards mechanism for Trainee
Fellowships, which was implemented for the spring 2017 competition. All minutes from the
subcommittee meetings are appended to this report.
In addition, the CRRD holds an Annual General Meeting (AGM) to which all members are
invited. Strategic directions and priorities are discussed at these meetings, after which the
Executive carries out the mandate conferred by the membership. The 2016 AGM was held
on 20 June; the 2017 AGM will be held 19 June. The main goals of this year’s AGM will be to
review accomplishments from 2016-2017 and set priorities for 2017-2018. The 2016 AGM
minutes are attached to this report.


Number of workshops, conferences or seminars conducted and the number of attendees
(include the number of early career researchers, graduate and/or post-graduate students
attending);
Seminar: Stephen Hammes 5 December 2016, ~50 attendees
Seminar: Sergey Moskovtsev 3 March 2017, ~40 attendees
CRRD Research Day 2017 16 May 2017, 137 attendees
Hot Topics in Reproduction and Development, 10 times/year, average 40-50 attendees
In addition, we actively advertise events that may be of interest to our members by email,
website (http://www.mcgill.ca/crrd/newsevents/scientific-meetings), and social media.



Number of visits, both by members to National or International destinations, events, and
short and long term visits by visiting scientists to McGill;
Our members are frequently invited to speak at national and international conferences.
We also host visiting scientists to McGill, such as the guest speakers for our annual
Research Day and guest lecturers:
Dr. Marjorie Dixon
Dr. Liliana Attisano
Dr. Marisa Bartolomei
Dr. Stephen Hammes
Dr. Sergey Moskovtsev



Number of outreach activities including public lectures (or other forms of engagement with
people outside the research community including schools, industry and government
agencies);
3 CRRD members served as judges at the St. George’s School of Montreal Science Fair in
February 2017 (Bernard, Schang, and El Husseini)
The Bernard lab hosted a high school student from the St. George’s School of Montreal for
his science fair project in fall 2016.



Number of publications produced, and their impact factors (only identify those publications
that are directly related to the research centre, core facility or network activity);
Our members have published 114 papers listed in PubMed since 2016-05-01. These have
appeared in leading general and specialized journals, including Endocrinology, FASEB
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Journal, Journal of Biological Chemistry, Molecular Reproduction and Development, PLoS
One, Cell Metabolism, Biology of Reproduction, Human Reproduction, BMC-Biology, and
PNAS. A list of the publications is appended.


Number of targeted activities involving:
o research interaction for graduate and postgraduate students:
Annual Research Day
Our travel bursaries (more than 19 awarded) enabled students to attend and
present their research at international scientific conferences
Trivia Night
Science Share and Social
o industry stakeholder interactions:
Annual Research Day



Number of web hits and articles downloaded;
According to the ClustrMaps tracking system on the CRRD website, we have had 2,539
visitors since May 2016. We are also getting more traffic on our Twitter and Facebook
accounts with posts reaching more people all the time.
Survey of Centre, Core Facility or Network participants to ascertain usefulness and userfriendliness of web site;
We are currently working with Heidi Strohl (Technical Project Lead, Web Communications,
Communications and External Relations, McGill University) to design usability testing of our
website for our members.
Number of Federal and Provincial grant proposals and number of successful proposals as a
result of membership in the Centre, Core Facility or Network;
The CRRD provides our members with easy access to a network of collaborators, who can
review and critique grant applications and provide complementary expertise to build new
projects. This has once again paid off as evidenced by the following list* of successful new
grants received by our members between May 1, 2016 and April 30, 2017.





A Ryan, NSERC $34,000/yr for 5 years
B Hales, PI, CIHR Team Grant, $400,000/year for 5 years
B Hales, PI, CIHR Bridge Grant, $100,000/ year for 1 year
C Morales, NSERC Discovery Grant, 2017-2021, $28,000 per annum
G FitzHarris, PI, CIHR Project Grant. 122K/Year 5 Years
H Clarke, PI, NIH, US $130,000/year for 2 years (awarded spring 2016)
H Clarke, PI, Montreal Children's Hospital Foundation, $50,000 for one year (awarded
spring 2016)
H Clarke, PI, CIHR, $163,000/year for 5 years (awarded spring 2017)
J Trasler, PI, CIHR Foundation Grant, 2016-2023 (7 years), total $2,449,464
M Nagano, PI, CIHR, $167,535/yr for 5 yrs, Co-PIs: A. Ryan & P. Chan (both CRRD Members)
R Duggavathi, Co-PI, FRQNT-CRIBIQ, $40,000/year for 3 years
Y Yamanaka, PI, CCSRI Innovation grant, $100,000/yr for 2 yrs.
*List incomplete – these are the ones we could confirm before submission deadline.


What/how much additional funding was generated that was directly attributable to activities
of the Centre, Core Facility or Network;
$45,000 awarded by the Réseau Québécois en Reproduction (RQR). The RQR includes many
members from McGill and was supported (2011-2017) and will continue to be supported
(2017-2023) by the FRQNT. This funding is contingent upon McGill maintaining its
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commitment, specified in the applications to the FRQNT submitted in 2010 and 2016. We
are grateful that McGill last year renewed this commitment of $41,000 and look forward to
the enhanced commitment of $56,000/yr moving forward.


Prizes, special awards to member(s) as a result of Centre, Core Facility or Network activities.
Trainee Fellowships (Total $35,000)
Keerthana Harwalkar, MSc $5,000
Emilie Brule, MSc $5,000
Laleh Abbassi, PhD $5,000
2 still to be awarded $20,000
Travel Awards (Total $10,500)
Gauthier Schang, PhD $500
Keith Siklenka, PhD $500
Alex Yu, MSc $300
Karina Gutierrez, PhD $500
Kristina Mullahoo, MSc, $250
Neil Brett, PhD $500
Luisina Ongaro, PDF $500
Dominic Hou, PhD $500
Fatima Tokhmafshan, MSc $500
Han (Aileen) Yan, PhD $500
Simon La Charité-Harbec, MSc $500
Oceane Albert, PDF $500
Anne Marie Downey, PhD $500
Matthew Ford, PDF $500
Deepak Tanwar, MSc $500
Werner Glanzner, PDF $500
Yasmin Schuermann, PhD $500
Amanda Baumholtz, PhD $500
Melanie Guigueno, PDF $500
3 still to be awarded $1450

Qualitative: Describe, as appropriate, aspects of:


Identify those activities/outcomes which may not have occurred without the formation of the
Centre, Core Facility or Network.
Annual Research Day sponsored by the CRRD, held each year since 2009, attended by 125150 members and trainees of the CRRD. In both 2016 and 2017, over 30 different labs were
represented at the meeting. This year, there were also attendees from Fertilys Fertility
Clinic and Commission Scolaire de Montreal.
Fellowship awards ease the financial burden on supervisors’ operating grants, allowing
more students to be supported or more resources to be allocated to research. They also
add weight to our trainees’ CV’s when they apply for external funding.
Travel bursaries to graduate students and post-docs enable them to attend conferences
where they can make their work better known to national and international colleagues and
establish and strengthen contacts for their professional development.
Trivia Night and Science Share & Social provided networking opportunities for our
members that they may not otherwise have had.
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What sort of different sharing /collaboration (research ideas, facilities, etc) arose because of
the Centre, Core Facility or Network;
McGill CRRD researchers Barbara Hales (PI), Cynthia Goodyer, and Bernard Robaire, along
with other Canadian, American, South African, and French researchers, received a 5-year
team grant from CIHR. The goal of this international, interdisciplinary project is to integrate
exposure and hazard assessment studies on emerging flame retardants and plasticizers
with research on legal, economic, and policy issues.
“Hot Topics in Reproduction and Development” group meetings and annual Research Day
enable members to share data and network on a consistent basis throughout the year.



Effectiveness of governance processes in place;
Our competitions draw large numbers of applications and our Research Day attracts nearly
150 enthusiastic participants every year. These numbers testify to the effectiveness of the
CRRD as a community-building organization for reproductive and developmental biologists
at McGill and to their satisfaction with the manner in which the Centre operates. We
further note that our programs have supported trainees from most member laboratories.
Members also appreciate the transparency with which the Executive Committee operates.



Different kinds of research generated – research building capacity, or removing impediments
to research;
Our Fellowship and Travel stipend programs build research capacity.



Breadth of Centre, Core Facility or Network - qualitative aspects;
We have 33 faculty members, whose research interests span a wide range of questions in
reproductive and developmental biology, and who are physically located throughout main
campus, the McGill Hospitals, the MacDonald campus, and at INRS-Institut ArmandFrappier and CRCHUM.




Multi-disciplinary collaboration
Increased or new collaboration and partnerships as a result of Centre, Core Facility or
Network activities, and with different types of end users (e.g. industry, government and
community groups);
What workshops and similar meetings the Centre, Core Facility or Network provided financial
support to – number, the level of engagement, the purpose and the outcomes (including the
number of opportunities for inter-disciplinary research);
CRRD Research Day 2016 31 May 2016, 150 attendees



CRRD Research Day 2017 16 May 2017, 140 attendees
In addition to our own meetings, the CRRD co-hosted the RQR Symposium in Quebec City
on November 8 and 9, 2016 (170 participants) and the pre-Symposium Workshop, mainly
for trainees, in gene editing on November 7. In addition to the talks by 4 guest speakers,
participants attended 17 platform presentations and 58 posters.


What mechanisms are in place for communication within the Centre, Core Facility or Network
membership (e.g. email, newsletters, website, etc);
We host a McGill-based website that is regularly updated with news, announcements of
upcoming competitions, seminars and meetings, and a featured publication by a CRRD
member lab.
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All competitions, seminars, and meetings are also advertised to all members and trainees
through multiple emails as well as via social media (Facebook and Twitter).
In addition, we published two bi-annual newsletters (Summer 2016, December 2016) which
were emailed to all members. Our next newsletter is in production and is due come out in
the summer.


National, International activities and/or visitor programs - information about the level of
engagement at seminars and workshops (e.g. number of participants) and how these events
have contributed or are likely to contribute to the strategic goals of the Centre, Core Facility
or Network;
CRRD members actively participate annually in Frontiers in Reproduction (FIR), an intensive
6-week laboratory and lecture course for scientists-in-training who seek to improve their
knowledge and experimental skills in order to pursue a career in the Reproductive Sciences.
FIR is held each summer at the Marine Biological Laboratory (MBL) in Woods Hole,
Massachusetts, a world-famous training ground for experimental biologists. This year,
Daniel Bernard directed Section 1, with his technician Ying Wang serving as his laboratory
TA, and Sarah Kimmins and Yojiro Yamanaka gave lectures. In addition, Gauthier Schang
was a student in the course.
We invite internationally recognized speakers to participate in our annual Research Day.
These speakers also meet individually with CRRD members and trainees. This enables our
members to make new contacts and offers opportunities for new collaborations and
research initiatives.
We also encourage members to let us know when they have an internationally recognized
scientist visiting and offer to host a seminar and meetings, as with Stephen Hammes and
Sergey Moskovtsev.



What exceptional successes, if any, have occurred during the reporting period;
The RQR FRQNT Grant, which provides the majority of our funding, was renewed for 6
more years with more funding than previously and additional funding promised by McGill.
We were once again able to attract exceptional scientists from outside McGill to participate
in our Research Day. In addition, we attracted sponsors for our Research Day for the first
time.
We started a collaboration with Fertilys Fertility Clinic and are in discussion with Anova
Fertility Clinic about possible partnerships. We hope these will lead to new sources of
funding and opportunities for trainees.
We sold CRRD labelled sweatshirts and t-shirts to increase the sense of membership in the
Centre as well increasing visibility of the Centre.
We produced 14 short videos outlining CRRD Members’ research to be used on the website
and in social media to increase visibility and awareness.



What disappointments, if any, occurred during the reporting period;
We regret that we:
 were unable to host more seminars by guest lecturers;
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had insufficient funds to support more of our highly talented graduate students and
post-docs, or to provide any research grants;
were unsuccessful in the NSERC CREATE grant application; and
did not raise enough money for the Clermont Endowment Fund and were unable to
host the first Clermont Lectureship as planned. However, our first Clermont Lecture
will be given by Dr. Bernard Robaire in the fall of 2017 with the goal of soliciting
more sponsorships.



How new skills have been acquired as a result of research technology;
New skills were learned at the RQR pre-symposium workshop on gene editing. This is in
addition to new skills learned by all trainees in CRRD Members Labs (value added by
support through the CRRD).



Any surveys carried out of members to ascertain any benefits gained from membership of the
Centre, Core Facility or Network;
All participants at Research Day are requested to fill out evaluation forms. We are always
pleased by the high response rate (as well as by the positive feedback) and use the
responses to improve our programs.
54 graduate students and postdocs completed a trainee survey assessing how well they
believe the CRRD is advocating for them, whether they would like more support from the
CRRD, their interest in a possible mentorship program, and their interest in various social
activities. A summary of responses is appended.




Outreach activities and how these may have been reported by the media;
Collaborations between other Centre, Core Facility or Networks at McGill;
We work closely with the Réseau Québécois en Reproduction (RQR) and co-hosted the RQR
Research Day in November 2016. We will co-host the RQR research day in November 2017
as well. We also participated actively in the successful renewal application to FRQNT with
the RQR. Leadership of RQR will rotate from UdeM to McGill to Laval U every 2 years.
McGill will assume leadership in 2019.





Linkages with international Research Networks;
Development of tools, software, databases; and
How the networks between researchers are being strengthened as a result of using webbased and other technologies.
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